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Overview
Saint Louis University’s Department of Physics offers two undergraduate degrees in physics: a Bachelor of Science (B. S.) and the Bachelor of Arts (B. A.).

In addition, the department offers a minor in physics useful to students majoring in mathematics, computer science, engineering fields and other sciences. Major-minor links between physics and other disciplines provide opportunities for students to acquire valuable analytical and problem-solving skills.

Programs
• Physics, B.A.
• Physics, B.S.
• Physics, Minor

Faculty
Gregory L. Comer, Ph.D.
Vijai V. Dixit, Ph.D., Emeritus
John C. James, Ph. D.
Irma Kuljanishvili, Ph.D.
Martin Nikolo, Ph. D.
Jean Potvin, Ph.D.
Ian H. Redmount, Ph.D.
Thalanayar S. Santhanam, Ph.D., Emeritus
Dmitry Solenov, Ph.D.
David Wisbey, Ph.D.